Renal cell carcinoma with ipsilateral duplex system: Case report and review of literature
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Abstract

Renal cell carcinoma is the most common malignant renal tumour in adults but quite rare in children. Duplex renal collecting systems are relatively common congenital renal abnormalities. However, its coexistence with renal cell carcinoma is yet to be established beyond a mere coincidence. So far, there are only 2 cases of such coexistence in literature till date. We therefore report a case of a 13-year-old girl who was referred to us with a right flank mass. Abdominal computerized tomographic scan revealed a right renal tumour necessitating a laparotomy at which a duplex collecting system was discovered in the ipsilateral kidney and a nephroureterectomy was done with a histologic finding of renal cell carcinoma. We report this rare relationship and review of literature to stimulate further study into this rare association.

Introduction

Ureteric duplication is a common congenital renal anomaly.1-3 The duplication may be complete or incomplete and are more common in females- 65% of the cases.1,3,4 Duplex systems are often associated with vesicoureteric reflux, urinary tract infections, ureteroceles and renal dysplasias.1 Its association with renal tumours are rather uncommon. Very few cases of duplex renal system associated with ipsilateral renal tumours have been reported in English literature and of these, there are only 2 cases of renal cell carcinoma and none in the paediatric population.2,5

We therefore report a case of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) in a duplex renal system in a thirteen-year-old Nigerian girl. The aim of this report is to heighten suspicion of this association and to stimulate further study in this domain.

Case Report

O.A., a 13-year old girl referred to Nnamdi Azikiwe University Teaching Hospital, Nnewi, Nigeria with a right flank swelling noticed a week prior to presentation. The swelling was painless, no haematuria, cough or yellowness of the eyes but there was associated weight loss. Examination findings revealed a ballotable firm right flank mass.

Abdominopelvic ultrasound scan showed moderately enlarged right kidney which harboured huge heterogenous echo mass in the lower and mid zones with multiple interspersed cystic centres. A computerized tomographic scan showed a right renal heterogenous mass lesion and suggested possibility of nephroblastoma, lymphoma, renal cell carcinoma or oncocytoma (Figure 1) but the duplex ureters were not highlighted. The blood count and serum electrolytes, creatinine and blood urea were all within normal limits.

She had exploratory laparotomy and the intraoperative findings were that of a haemorrhagic tumour involving largely the mid

Figure 1. Coronal and axial computerized tomographic scan showing a huge right renal mass. The black arrow demonstrates the right duplex ureters, the orange arrow showing the right renal cell carcinoma and the blue arrow showing the contralateral functional normal kidney.
and lower poles of the right kidney with normal appearing upper pole. There was a duplex ureter draining both mid/lower and upper poles respectively (Figure 2). There was no invasion of the capsule but there were enlarged lymph nodes. She had a right nephroureterectomy and lymphadenectomy and the histology report was that of renal cell carcinoma (clear cell variant) (Figure 3). She had 3 courses of chemotherapy with Vincristine and Actinomycin- D and then defaulted to re-present a 16months later with recurrent right flank pain and swelling. She was subsequently evaluated for a recurrent right renal cell carcinoma. Re-exploration with tumour excision was done again. An intra-operative finding of a right lumbar tumour extending beneath the inferior vena cava. Histology finding was similar to the primary tumour A gross complete excision of the tumour was carried out. She was then placed on oral Sorafenib 200mg twice daily and has been followed up for a year now without recurrence.

Discussion

Renal cell carcinoma, though the most common malignant renal neoplasm in adults is extremely rare in children constituting about 3% of all malignant renal tumours in children.6,7 It usually occurs between 2-17 years in children with a mean age of 8.5years.6-8 There have been scanty reports of renal cell carcinoma occurring in a duplex renal system.2,4 Mohan2 and Khan et al.4 reported a case each of renal cell carcinoma occurring in a duplex renal system however both cases were in adult male patients. The index case is perhaps the first case of renal cell carcinoma in a duplex system in a child.

The exact pathogenesis of renal cell tumours in a duplex system is unknown, but it is thought to be as a result of continuous injury from infection, trauma, inflammation and calculi.9 In this case, the irritation might have been as a result of back pressure effect and turbulence at the junction since the duplication was not complete. The presentation of RCC in children is different from that of adults. The index case was a 13-year-old girl which is in keeping with the age range for RCC in children.6-8 The most common complaint is that of haematuria as palpable abdominal masses are rare.2,4,6,10,11 she did not present with haematuria rather with palpable right flank mass and weight loss. Further evaluations are usually carried out with imaging modalities such as abdominopelvic ultrasound scan, computerized tomographic scan and intravenous urography.2,4 Despite these, it is difficult to differentiate RCC in children from Wilm’s tumour before surgery and histology and this was the case with our patient whose diagnosis was only made after histopathology. There is no standard treatment protocol for the treatment of RCC s in children, so far surgical extirpation has been the mainstay of treatment.2,4 Renal conserving surgeries are feasible in some select cases in duplex system as it largely affects the lower poles more.2,4 Khan et al.4 performed renal conserving surgery on a patient but this was not carried out the index case as the available normal upper pole was quite small. RCC s are neither chemosensitive or radiosensitive. The usefulness of these modalities as adjuvants in children are yet to be determined with scanty individual variable protocols.11,12 We had commenced the patient on adjuvant chemotherapy with Vincristine and Actinomycin D but patient defaulted after 3 courses and returned after a period of 16months with recurrence. There is no established adjuvant chemotherapy against renal cell carcinoma. Abdellah et al.11 did not give adjuvant chemotherapy to their patient and there was no recurrence. The index patient was commenced on oral Sorafenib. Sorafenib is a targeted therapy which has been found to be effective in managing advanced renal cell carcinomas and hepatocellular carcinomas.13 The non-development of standard treatment protocol may not be unconnected to rarity of this tumour in children.

Figure 2. A) Intraoperative demonstration of the duplex ureters down to their confluence; B) Right Renal tumour with the duplex ureters at the hilum.

Figure 3. Photomicrographs showing alveolar nests of polygonal clear cells with intervening delicate branching vasculatures (A 50×; B 400×). These cells have clear cytoplasm and round central nuclei with prominent nucleoli.
Conclusions

RCC in paediatric age group is quite rare and reports are emerging of its occurrence in patients with ipsilateral duplex renal system. It remains to be determined whether there is a causal relationship between the two or a mere chance event. Further surveillance on this association and standardized treatment protocol is hereby recommended.
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